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On Gear Live: Samsung S95C: The OLED TV You Can’t Afford (to Ignore!)
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Contest: Win a custom Gear Live iPhone, LRG cases, and Monster Cable Accessories!
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Since our last giveaway contest went so well (and the HDX Dragon computer is on its way to our winner!), we thought you guys might be interested in yet another opportunity to win some cool stuff from Gear Live. That’s why we are giving away a one-of-a-kind customized iPhone, along with a bunch of accessories from LRG and Monster Cable. Even better? This time, we will have three winners.
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What makes our iPhone so special? Well, we’ve had it customized and done up in Gear Live colors. Heck, we even put our logo on it, so you can rock the fact that you are a fan of what we do here. Also, we will unlock it for you, if you like, prior to sending it over. We are gonna make this one easy too. The contest starts today, and will end on July 2, 2008. Between now and then, we are gonna be monitoring comments left throughout Gear Live, and forum posts. If you are a regular participants in those areas, you will have an opportunity to win. On July 3, we will compile a list of members who have been active during the contest period, and we will then choose our first, second, and third place winners randomly. Here are the full details on the three packages:

Grand Prize:

	Customized orange Gear Live iPhone
	3 LRG | Monster iPhone cases of your choosing
	LRG Tee Shirt
	iCableLink iPhone headphone jack adapter
	iSoniTalk iPhone microphone


Second Place:

	2 LRG | Monster iPhone cases of your choosing
	LRG Tee Shirt
	iCableLink iPhone headphone jack adapter
	iSoniTalk iPhone microphone


Third Place:

	1 LRG | Monster iPhone cases of your choosing
	LRG Tee Shirt
	iCableLink iPhone headphone jack adapter
	iSoniTalk iPhone microphone


Oh, and just to be clear, if you spam, you are eliminated from the contest. We are looking for people who genuinely add to the conversation across our network in blog comment posts, and on the Gear Live Forums. That means you have to be a member of the site to win, so if you aren’t already, go ahead and sign up. One last thing, we can only award the prize to a resident of the USA. If you plan on winning and you don’t live here, you’d better have a cousin or great aunt with an address in the US that we can ship your package to.

A big thank you to LRG and Monster Cable for helping us out with this contest.
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Announcing the winner of our HP HDX Dragon computer package…
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Alright, we’ve hyped it for over a month - the 31 Days of the Dragon contest was our second biggest giveaway in the history of Gear Live. The rules were simple - interact with Gear Live and our community, and don’t spam. You earn points for different actions you take on the site, and the person with the most points at the end of the contest would be declared the winner, as long as they didn’t resort to spamming to get there.

We saw a lot of new activity across the board. Comments, forum posts, gallery comments, new members, and the list goes on…but there could only be one winner. Do note, if you didn’t win, we have another contest starting next week where we will be giving away our customized Gear Live iPhone as the grand prize, with a couple of runner up prizes as well.

Okay, we’ve waiting long enough. The winner of the HP HDX Dragon computer package is…


Click to continue reading Announcing the winner of our HP HDX Dragon computer package…
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31 Days of the Dragon: Win our HP HDX Dragon computer package - The Rules
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Yesterday, we kicked off our week-long contest, where we are giving away an HP HDX Dragon computer package, worth over $5,000 if you were to purchase each piece on your own. First, the details on what exactly we are giving away:

	HP HDX Dragon Notebook: This system ships with the 64-bit version of Windows Vista Ultimate, and features a 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Extreme X9000 processor., 4GB RAM, 512MB NVIDIA GeForce 8800M GTS, 500GB hard drive, and boasts a 20.1-inch 1080p display. It’s meant to be for play as much as work, and to that end, it also packs a Blu-ray ROM with SuperMulti DVD double layer burner, integrated TV tuner, webcam and microphone. If you went and bought this yourself, it would cost $4,500 USD. But we’re not done yet…
	Microsoft Office Professional 2007: That means Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Publisher, Access, and Accounting Express, all in one package. Retail value on that is $225.
	Corel PaintShop Pro X2: Retail value of $73.99
	Corel Painter Essentials Retail value of $79.99
	Corel Ulead Video Studio Plus 11.5 Retail value of $79.95
	Gears of War: retail value of $49.99
	Viva Pinata: Retail value of $37.99
	Microsoft Flight Simulator X: Retail value of $44.99
	Microsoft Flight Simulator X Expansion Pack: Retail value of $34.99
	Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl - Blu-ray: Retail value of $22.95
	Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest - Blu-ray: Retail value of $22.95
	Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End - Blu-ray: Retail value of $22.95


Okay, interested? We thought so. If you want to see everything in more detail, check out our HDX Giveaway contest videos. These will give you more insight as to how the contest is going to work, a look at all of the prizes that are being given away, and a detailed unboxing of the Dragon notebook.

We will be using Gear Live Points to determine a winner. However, we have custom Point values set for this contest. Points earned for this contest are as follows:


Click to continue reading 31 Days of the Dragon: Win our HP HDX Dragon computer package - The Rules
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Introducing Gear Live Points
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We’ve been working on a way to recognize you readers who participate here on our network of sites at Gear Live, and we are happy to announce the launch of Gear Live Points. In a nutshell, Points are awarded to users whenever they take any sort of interactive action on Gear Live. We think it’s a fun way to spice up your daily visits to the site.

You earn points for all the following actions:

	Becoming a member: 100 points
	Upload a member photo: 50 points
	Choose or upload an avatar: 25 points
	Posting a blog comment: 1 point
	Posting a gallery comment: 1 point
	Assign a forum signature: 10 points
	Posting a forum topic: 2 points
	Posting a forum reply: 1 point
	Receiving a forum reply: 1 point
	Vote in a poll: 3 points


You must be logged in to earn points, and you can see the total amount of points you’ve earned right at the top of all pages. We are coming up with some cool things you will be able to do with your points, so stay tuned for that.

To kick off the launch of Gear Live Points, we are running a contest - our HP HDX Dragon giveaway. Good luck to all participants!

NOTE: Those found abusing Gear Live Points (like posting excessive comments/forum posts that don’t say anything or contribute to the conversation) will suffer a loss of points. This policy is at Gear Live’s sole discretion.
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Enter to win our HP HDX Dragon computer package
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Today we have started a contest giving away an HP HDX Dragon computer package, which would be worth over $5,200 if you were to purchase it on your own, and we want to make sure you know about it. This is all part of the 31 Days of the Dragon promotion that we are a part of. We have a couple of videos that you should check out - one shows off the HDX Dragon computer, and the other gives some insight into the contest itself. We’ve been getting a lot of questions about how exactly people enter and rack up points to win, and that post will be coming later today. In the meantime, jump down to check out the videos for the scoop.

HP HDX Dragon Unboxing video:



HP HDX Giveaway contest announcement:
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New! Get Gear Live hats, shirts, hoodies and more at the new GearLive Store, coming soon.
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